
What’s New MBend V8 

This document describes the new features included in version 8 of MBend from Metalix. 
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1 Auto-Sequencing Rules 

MBend allows you to set priorities for rules when auto-sequencing, thereby determining 
the order in which potential sequencing solutions are searched for and displayed. 

You can define the importance and relative order of different rules in the Rule Presets 
Editor dialog box. Each rule is illustrated by a graphic on the bottom right; for example: 

 

MBend can save each collection of rules (called a Rule Preset) with a name of your 
choosing.  

To access the rule presets, click the Home tab => Configuration group => Rule 
Presets: 

 

1.1 Sequencing Categories 

You can set priorities for the following sequencing rules: 

• Flips – Minimizing the number of flips. You can change the minimum bend length 
for which MBend applies this rule. 
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You can set different minimum lengths for different each thickness, to allow 
better handling:  

 

• Part Rotation – Minimizing the number of part rotations. 

• No. of Station Sections – Minimizing the number of station sections. 

• Largest Gauging No. – Minimizing the gauging number. 

• Average Gauging No. – Minimizing the average gauging number. 

• Diagonal Gauging No. – Minimizing the diagonal gauging number. 

1.2 Initial Ordering Categories 

You can set priorities for the initial ordering – where MBend will start looking for 
solutions: 

• Bend Length – Defines initial order based on bend length. Options: Don’t Care, 
Short Bends First, Long Bends First. 

• Distance to Part Center – Defines initial order based on bend distance from part 
center. Options: Don’t Care, Nearest to Center First, Farthest to Center First. 

1.3 Configuring Rule Priority 

You can determine the importance of each rule, selecting between Don’t Care, Low, 
Medium, and High: 

 

1.4 Saving Rule Sets 

MBend allows you to save sets of rules with a name. This means you can access them 
later, modifying them as required. 
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In the Rule Presets Editor dialog box, via the toolbar you can define new rule presets, 
or copy, edit, and delete existing ones. You can also set one of the rule presets as the 
default: 

 

1.5 Selecting Rules for Auto Sequencing  

Before you run auto-sequencing, you can select a predefined set of rules that MBend 
should apply.  

In the Auto Hits Sequence Setup dialog box, check Use rule preset and select a rule 
set from the dropdown list:  

 

Alternatively, you can define rules on-the-fly by clicking the Rule Presets icon  and 
making your changes in the Configure Auto Sequencing dialog box. This situation is 
called Ad-hoc Rule Preset: 

 

1.6 Using Rules for Batch Processing 

MBend allows you to apply the preset rules to batch processing (formerly called 
“Automation”). 
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In the Execute Sequencing step, check Use rules preset: 

 

In the example shown, MBend automatically suggests the Minimum Flips preset rule, 
defined as the default. You can select another preset rule from the dropdown list, or 
configure ad-hoc rules in the Rule Presets Editor dialog box by clicking the Preset 

Rule icon . 

2 Multi-V Die Support 

MBend supports multi-V die tool import and simulation. These dies include: 

• "X" and multiple-V: 

  

 

• Quick-change two-V: 

 

• Two-V hemming: 
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This makes it easier to import the multi-V dies by requiring only one DXF drawing per 
die. Once a die is imported, MBend recognizes all the V openings; single or multiple.  

One a die is imported, in the Multi-V tab on the right you can examine and modify the 
parameters for each V opening: 

 

For multi-V dies where they are on the same side (e.g., quick-change two-V dies), you 
can configure the parameters in the Tools dialog box => Dies tab => Additional 
Properties => V switch mode. Select By Die Rotation or By I Axis Movement: 

 

2.1 V Selection  

The Select Tools dialog box => Select Die panel has a new column, called Multi-V 
(TIP: To make your search easier, filter the dies so you only see the tools defined as 
Multi-V): 
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To select a particular V opening, expand the display for the die by clicking the plus sign 
on the start of the line (the plus sign is shown in the screen shot above) and select one 
of the possibilities, for example: 

 

2.2 I Axis  

 For machines with I-axis support.  

MBend now supports movement in the I axis, where the lower clamp moves forward and 
back. This is useful for dies with side-by-side V openings such as this:  

 

For example: 

• The picture on the left shows a prebend.  

• The picture on the right shows that the lower clamp has moved, allowing the 
same die to be used for the flattening hit. 
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2.2.1 Configuring a Machine for I Axis Movement 

To enable this feature, check the Machines => Axes => Extra Axes Configuration tab 
=> I axis supported: 

 

2.2.2 Configuring a Die for I Axis Movement 

To configure a two-V hemming die to be simulated correctly, set the Tools => Dies => 
Additional Properties => V switch mode to By I Axis movement: 

 

3 Finger Positioning  

MBend has added more finger definitions: 

• Define the Z offset of the fingers from the outer edges 

• Determine the R offset of the fingers from the end of the up/down bend radius by 
a measured distance 
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• Control the default stop separately for each finger 

3.1 Z Offset Parameters  

You can now define the Z offset of the fingers from the outer edges by a measured 
distance or as a percentage of the bend length.  

By distance: 

 

By percentage: 

 

The parameter for this purpose is located in the Machines => Finger Stops tab => 
Fingers z offset from corner. 

3.2 R Offset Parameters  

You can now define the R offset of the fingers from the end of the up/down bend radius, 
by a measured distance.  

Distance for position below a radius: 
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Distance for position above a radius: 

 

These settings are located in the Machines => Finger Stops tab => R offset from 
up/down bend: 

 

3.3 Default Stop Per Finger 

You can now control the default stop for each finger independently: 

 

The parameters for this purpose are located in the Machines => Axes tab. 
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4 Upstroke Simulation  

 Relevant for upstrokes machines; e.g., Amada RG. 

MBend now simulates upward movement of the lower beam: 

Before the hit: 

 

After the hit: 
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To enable this feature, check the Upstroke parameter in the Machines => Model tab: 

 

5 Hemming Table  

MBend now supports press brake machines that support hemming tables:  

 

6 Importing Tools with a DXF File 

MBend now supports tooling and bend sequence specifications when importing a DXF 
file. This enables close integration with CAD and ERP systems. 
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7 Optimization Improvements 

The processing speed has greatly improved, and can be sensed particularly during 
these operations: 

• Part loading 

• Finger positioning 

• Auto-sequencing 

• Automatic tool station building 

8 New NC Code 

MBend now generates code for these machine controllers: 

• Murata 3D (SCPX) 

• Safan 

• Cybelec Touch (CybTouch) 

• Bystronic 


